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OMRON APPLICATION NOTE
Using NX_ReadObj and NX_WriteObj
instruction with NX1P along with NX-TC
attached to a local bus
This document explains how to:






Hardware configuration
Setup the NX_ReadObj to read a parameter value from a locally mounted NX-TC slice.
Setup the NX_WriteObj to write a parameter value from a locally mounted NX-TC slice.
Setup the NX_SaveParam to save a parameter value from a locally mounted NX-TC slice to
non-volatile memory.
Examples of code
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1. Local NX-TC Hardware Connection
1.1

Hardware Connection

Attach the NX-TC card on the local bus see (Figure 1). The card can be inserted in any position on the local bus. The
example below shows the card in unit #1 position and will be used in this app. note for example purpose.
Figure 1
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2. Using Sysmac Studio set up the card using CPU/Expansion Rack/
CPU Rack
2.1

“CPU/Expansion Racks”/ CPU Rack

This application note will not go into great detail in assigning the card on the rack. Please see NX1P manual for
details on how to configure the rack. However (Figure 2) shows how the card is attached for this application note
so the user can see how the addressing works when using the instruction. The NX-TC card will be mounted in
Unit 1 position.
Figure 2
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3. Create Node Location Information in the I/O map and assign a
variable to it
3.1

Locate Unit number for the NX-TC card

Once the slice is registered as being part of the CPU rack we need to assign a variable using the Node Location
Information. To do this double click on “I/O Map” in the Multiview Explorer widow to view the I/O map. Within the
I/O Map the user will need to scroll down to the location where the card is mounted. In this example we are using
Unit #1 shown in (Figure 3) below:
Figure 3
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3.2

Create Node Location Port variable

3.2.1

Display Node Location Information

If the user selects the NX-TC card they will be using and then right clicks on the card, this will provide a pull down
to where the user can display the Node Location Port. Please select “Display Node Location Port” from the pull
down shown in (Figure 4) below.
Figure 4
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3.2.2

Create Node Location Port variable for the Node location information

Once the display node location port is selected the software will add the “Node location information” to the I/O
Map. If you then select “Node location information” and right click on it the software will provide another popup
window to “Create Device Variable”. The user can allow the system to assign a variable or if they choose they can
enter a variable for it by manually typing the variable name. Below (Figure 5) shows the procedure allowing the
system to create the variable.
Figure 5

Below (Figure 6) shows the variable once it has been created. The variable will be assigned as a global variable
type. This variable will then be used in the instruction further below.
Figure 6
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4. Inserting NX_ReadObj instruction and assigning variables to the
block
4.1

Inserting the instruction and assigning UnitProxy variable

Open the section that the code will be used and insert the NX_ReadObj instruction in the rung it will be used.
Provide a name for the instruction. Assign the variable that was created in section 3 above for the UnitProxy
variable of the instruction (Figure 7).
Figure 7
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4.2

Assigning the Obj variable and provide the attributes to the variable

Determine the name that will be used for the Obj variable and enter it into the local variable table. Once the
variable has been entered assign a “Data Type” of “_sNXOBJ_ACCESS” to it. Once the structure has been
assigned click on the left hand side of the Initial Value to assign variable to the structure to open the Initial Value
Setting window (Figure 8).
Figure 8

4.2.1

Assign Index, Subindex and IsCompleteAccess variables to the structure

If the user would just like to use the instruction to read just one parameter they can use the Initial Value Setting to
pre-can the attributes. If the instruction is intended to read multiple parameters, the attributes can be loaded via
the program. Since “_sNXOBJ_ACCESS” is a structure it can be accessed using the following:
“Attribute Name”.Index
“Attribute Name”.Subindex
“Attribute Name”.IsCompleteAccess
To determine the values to store in these attributes the user would need to check the NX-TC manual (H228-E1).
Section 6.2 shows the Index and Subindex values for each parameter. For the Index number this needs to be
sent as a UINT format, the manual shows the HEX value for the Index.
Ch1 PV Input Shift has the following Index: 5001 HEX so UINT#16#5001 would be the value entered.
Same as for the Subindex value which needs to be a USINT:
Ch1 PV Input Shift has the following Subindex: 5 HEX so USINT#16#5 would be the value entered.
For the IsCompleteAccess attribute this needs to remain FALSE (Access data for the specified subindex)
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4.3

Assigning the TimeOut variable

TimeOut specifies the timeout time. If a response does not return within the timeout time, it is assumed that
communications failed. In that case, the Unit data is not saved. Timeout time if 0 is set, the timeout time is 2.0 s.
This can be set from 0 to 60,000 and units are in mSec. Typically using the default time of 0, works for most
applications. This can be assigned as UINT#0.

4.4

Assigning the ReadDat variable

Determine the name that will be used for the ReadDat variable and enter it next to the ReadDat position.
Depending on the parameter will determine the data type need to set for the variable. Section A-3 in the NX-TC
manual (H228) provides information on the different data types for each parameter.

4.5

Example Code Showing NX_ReadObj

(Figure 9) shows an example of the NX_ReadOBJ instruction in code using inline structured text to load the
variables for the _sNXOBJ_ACCESS structure.
Figure 9
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5. Inserting NX_WriteObj instruction and assigning variables to the
block
5.1

Inserting the instruction and assigning UnitProxy variable

The procedure is the same as the procedure listed in section 4.1. If the slice is the same unit number as section
4.1 then the same variable can be used for the instruction. Otherwise a new variable would need to be created for
the unit number in question (Section 3).

5.2

Assigning the Obj variable and provide the attributes to the variable

The procedure is the same as the procedure listed in section 4.2.

5.3

Assigning the TimeOut variable

The procedure is the same as the procedure listed in section 4.3.

5.4

Assigning the WriteDat variable

When writing to a parameter the user needs to refer to the NX-TC User Manual (H228) Section A-3 for details on
the data type for the parameter going to be written to. The user needs to confirm that the parameter is a RW
(Read/Write) variable. If the parameter is a read only the instruction will produce an error when trying to write a
value. Depending on the variable type will then determine how the value being written is needed to be converted
to send it in the correct format. Also confirm the Data Range and the Unit to the parameter being written to. If the
value falls outside of the data range an error will be produced when the value is written. It is also important to
verify the units as well. So enough digits are added to the value when writing the value.
For example: if a value of 10.0 is needed to be written to the CH1 PV Input Shift. Looking at the information on
this parameter (Figure 10)
Figure 10

Since the decimal is not sent to the controller we would then need to send a value of 100. Looking at the Data
Range 100 does fall within the range needed. The value that is needed to be written is in an INT data type so the
value needed to be sent would then be INT#10#0100. To send a value of 10.1 would then convert to 101 or
INT#10#0101.
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5.5

Example code showing NX_WriteObj

(Figure 11) shows an example of the NX_WriteOBJ instruction in code using inline structured text to load the
variables for the _sNXOBJ_ACCESS structure. The value of 100 will be written to the parameter.
Figure 11
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6. Saving data to non-volatile memory
6.1 Saving data for parameters labeled “After the unit is restarted”
There are basically two types of data used in the NX-TC, ones mark as “After the unit is restarted” and ones
marked as “Immediately”. If the user refers to the User Manual (H228) Section 6.2 and goes to the parameter
there will be a column “Update Timing”, this will indicate how the parameter needs to be saved. For parameters
marked as “After the unit is restarted” there will be four steps to write and save the data to non-volatile memory.
Keep in mind that this procedure will stop the card while writing the data.

6.1.1 Change the unit to write mode
The first step will be to use the NX_ChangeWriteMode instruction which will set the EtherCAT Coupler Unit or NX
Unit to a mode that allows writing data. The setting for this instruction is basically assigning the UnitProxy value
for the unit. The procedure is the same as the procedure listed in section 4.1. If the slice is the same unit number
as section 4.1 then the same variable can be used for the instruction. Otherwise a new variable would need to be
created for the unit number in question (Section 3).

6.1.2 Use the NX_WriteObj to write the value to the parameter
Refer to section 5 for details on using the NX_WriteObj instruction.

6.1.3 Save the parameter value to the unit
Using the NX_SaveParam instruction will save the value written to the parameter/unit. The setting for this
instruction is basically assigning the UnitProxy value for the unit. The procedure is the same as the procedure
listed in section 4.1. If the slice is the same unit number as section 4.1 then the same variable can be used for the
instruction. Otherwise a new variable would need to be created for the unit number in question (Section 3).

6.1.4 Restart the unit
Using the RestartNXUnit instruction will then perform a restart the controller leaving the module/channels in the
state before the change to write mode done in step 6.1.1 above. The setting for this instruction is basically
assigning the UnitProxy value for the unit. The procedure is the same as the procedure listed in section 4.1. If the
slice is the same unit number as section 4.1 then the same variable can be used for the instruction. Otherwise a
new variable would need to be created for the unit number in question (Section 3).

6.1.5 Example code showing all the instructions joined into one action,
(Figure 12) shows an example of the NX_ChangeWriteMode, NX_WriteObj, NX_SaveParam and the
RestartNXUnit instructions joined to do a complete write and save of parameter values. The example shows how
to change the Input Type of Unit #1 Channel 1. This code can be used for any parameter and any unit that needs
to be restarted to save the value written. The user would just need to change the UnitProxy_NX_ReadObj,
OBJ_Input_NX_ReadObj.Index and OBJ_Input_NX_ReadObj.Subindex values found in the structure text box.
Names for each instruction can be changed based on parameter as well. If the names for the instruction are
changed make sure to change the names of the “xxx.Done” bits as well.
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Figure 12
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6.2 Saving data for parameters labeled “Immediately”
Again if the user refers to the User Manual (H228) Section 6.2 and goes to the parameter there will be a column
“Update Timing”, this will indicate how the parameter needs to be saved. For parameters marked as “Immediately”
there will be two steps to write and save the data to non-volatile memory. Keep in mind that this procedure will
NOT stop the card while writing the data.

6.2.1 Use the NX_WriteObj to write the value to the parameter
Refer to section 5 for details on using the NX_WriteObj instruction.

6.2.2 Save the parameter value to the unit
Using the NX_SaveParam instruction will save the value written to the parameter/unit. The setting for this
instruction is basically assigning the UnitProxy value for the unit. The procedure is the same as the procedure
listed in section 4.1. If the slice is the same unit number as section 4.1 then the same variable can be used for the
instruction. Otherwise a new variable would need to be created for the unit number in question (Section 3).

6.2.3 Example code showing all the instructions joined into one action,
(Figure 13) shows an example of the NX_WriteObj and the NX_SaveParam instructions joined to do a complete
write and save of parameter values. The example shows how to change the PV Input Shift of Unit #1 Channel 1.
This code can be used for any parameter and any unit that needs to be restarted to save the value written. The
user would just need to change the UnitProxy_NX_ReadObj, OBJ_Input_NX_ReadObj.Index and
OBJ_Input_NX_ReadObj.Subindex values found in the structure text box. Names for each instruction can be
changed based on parameter as well. If the names for the instruction are changed make sure to change the
names of the “xxx.Done” bits as well.
Figure 13
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